
1. Annotate the source with key 
words what it can teach you 
about women in WW1

2. Add to the source by 
comparing this to the role of 
women in the 19th century 
(e.g. Separate spheres).

3. Complete this sentence –
“From this source I can see 
that Women’s roles changed 
during WW1 because…”

Challenge: Why do you think women’s work in WW1 was 
important for changing the position of women in society?

Source A: A woman hard at work in an 

armaments factory in England, 1914

How did WWI help women gain 
the vote?



How did WWI help women 
gain the vote?

Describe the role of women in the war.

Explain why the different roles helped women in the war.

Judge how much you think the war helped women get the vote.

Use a source to describe one role of women in the war.
Investigate and identify 4 different roles of women in the war.
Apply your knowledge to practice explaining why war helped women get 
the vote.

Use a source to explain one role of women in the war.
Investigate and describe 4 different roles of women in the war.
Apply your knowledge to practice explaining why war and other things 
helped women get the vote.

Use a source to explain one role of women in the war and identify its 
importance.
Investigate and assess the importance of 4 different roles of women in 
the war.
Apply your knowledge to practice explaining what factors helped women 
get the vote.

Why is 
war 

important 
for people 

on the 
home 
front? Individual liberty

Mutual respect



Women in WWI

• Watch the following video and write down as many 
facts as you can about Women in WW1.

ALL - Aim for at least 5 facts

STRETCH - Aim for at least 7 facts

CHALLENGE - Aim to get the most 

UNIQUE facts you can.

BONUS - Why was women’s work in 

WWI so important?

King of the castle:
Up for the challenge? Aim to get the 
most facts in the class for a prize!

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YBeIDO2gqew


How did WWI help women 
gain the vote?

Describe the role of women in the war.

Explain why the different roles helped women in the war.

Judge how much you think the war helped women get the vote.

Use a source to describe one role of women in the war.
Investigate and identify 4 different roles of women in the war.
Apply your knowledge to practice explaining why war helped women get 
the vote.

Use a source to explain one role of women in the war.
Investigate and describe 4 different roles of women in the war.
Apply your knowledge to practice explaining why war and other things 
helped women get the vote.

Use a source to explain one role of women in the war and identify its 
importance.
Investigate and assess the importance of 4 different roles of women in 
the war.
Apply your knowledge to practice explaining what factors helped women 
get the vote.
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front? Individual liberty
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Women in WWI

• Watch the following video and write down as many 
facts as you can about Women in WW1.

King of the castle:
You must try and beat 
the person with the 
most facts. Remember 
one word answers do 
not count!

Ask as many people 
you can in one minute 
and add their facts in 
green pen!!

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YBeIDO2gqew


Strikes
Wages

CHALLENGE:

In what ways did 
women’s lives improve in 

WW1? How did they 
stay the same?

Groups of 4

1. Number yourselves 1 to 4.

2. Your job is to find out about 
your given topic. You only have 
2 minutes so be quick and make 
sure your notes are PRECISE.

Group 1- Munitions
Group 2- Wages
Group 3- Strikes
Group 4- Wages

2 minutes



Strikes
Wages

CHALLENGE:

In what ways did 
women’s lives improve in 

WW1? How did they 
stay the same?

Groups of 4

1. Return to your groups with 
your findings. 

2. Take it in turns to EXPLAIN to 
your group what you have 
found. They must record this 
on their own worksheet.

DO NOT JUST COPY 
IT OUT!

10 minutes



Munitions Other jobs

Strikes
Wages

CHALLENGE:

In what ways did 
women’s lives improve in 

WW1? How did they 
stay the same?



How did WWI help women 
gain the vote?

Describe the role of women in the war.

Explain why the different roles helped women in the war.

Judge how much you think the war helped women get the vote.

Use a source to describe one role of women in the war.
Investigate and identify 4 different roles of women in the war.
Apply your knowledge to practice explaining why war helped women get 
the vote.

Use a source to explain one role of women in the war.
Investigate and describe 4 different roles of women in the war.
Apply your knowledge to practice explaining why war and other things 
helped women get the vote.

Use a source to explain one role of women in the war and identify its 
importance.
Investigate and assess the importance of 4 different roles of women in 
the war.
Apply your knowledge to practice explaining what factors helped women 
get the vote.

Why is 
war 

important 
for people 

on the 
home 
front? Individual liberty

Mutual respect



Progress check

1. What were munitions?

2. Who were the canaries?

3. Who had a strike in 1918?

4. Complete the phrase: “equal pay for …”

5. What other jobs did women complete 
during the war? List 3 examples.

6. By 1918 what percentage of women 
were working?



So what had changed?

Think Pair Share

End1234567891011121314151617181920 End123456789101112131415161718192021222324252627282930 End123456789101112131415161718192021222324252627282930313233343536373839404142434445464748495051525354555657585960

WWI had dramatically changed/partially changed lives because…

I think war changed lives because…

War was important because…

It changed lives …

Cos it was…



Explain why women gained the right 
to vote in 1918.

Women gained the right to vote in 1918 because of the actions of 
Suffragettes such as Emily Davison. In June 1913 Davison sacrificed her 
life for the cause by jumping in front of the king’s horse at Epsom Derby. 
She clearly intended to make a political statement and attract attention 
to the cause, having previously thrown herself off of railings in Holloway 
Prison. Davison became a martyr and was used by the Suffragette 
campaign to rally support for the Women’s Suffrage campaign. This 
helped women to gain the vote in 1918 because the actions of Davison 
and her fellow suffragette’s gained the attention of many people within 
society and gave a basis for the campaign for votes. In addition, 
newspapers such as the Suffragette wrote about these historic events 
and used them to raise awareness for their cause. 

You must: 
Make a clear point answering the question
Include specific evidence at least 2 times

Explain WHY this helped women get the vote.
Include the consequences of these actions.

You can: 
Pass a judgement on how much this helped.
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Pass a judgement on how much this helped.



Your turn!

Explain why women gained the right to vote in 1918.
– War work (4)

P- Women gained the right to vote in 1918 because…
Ev- For example, during the War women …
Ex- This helped them to gain rights because…
Ev- In addition, women also…
Ex- This was important because …

• It can be argued this was the most important 
reason women gained the right to vote because…



How did WWI help women 
gain the vote?

Describe the role of women in the war.

Explain why the different roles helped women in the war.

Judge how much you think the war helped women get the vote.

Use a source to describe one role of women in the war.
Investigate and identify 4 different roles of women in the war.
Apply your knowledge to practice explaining why war helped women get 
the vote.

Use a source to explain one role of women in the war.
Investigate and describe 4 different roles of women in the war.
Apply your knowledge to practice explaining why war and other things 
helped women get the vote.

Use a source to explain one role of women in the war and identify its 
importance.
Investigate and assess the importance of 4 different roles of women in 
the war.
Apply your knowledge to practice explaining what factors helped women 
get the vote.

Why is 
war 

important 
for people 

on the 
home 
front? Individual liberty

Mutual respect



You must:

• Make a clear point answering the question

• Include specific evidence at least 2 times

• Explain WHY this helped women get the vote.

• Include the consequences of these actions.

You can: 

• Pass a judgement on how much this helped.

WWW: Your answer was good because…
EBI: To improve your answer you need to…





Munitions
• During WWI (1914-1918), large numbers of women 

were recruited into jobs vacated by men who had gone 
to fight in the war. New jobs were also created as part 
of the war effort, for example in munitions factories 
(weapons and ammunition). The high demand for 
weapons resulted in the munitions factories becoming 
the largest single employer of women during 1918. By 
1917 munitions factories, which mainly employed 
women workers, produced 80% of the weapons and 
shells used by the British Army . 

• Known as ‘canaries’ because they had to handle TNT 
(the chemical compound trinitrotoluene that is used as 
an explosive agent in munitions) which caused their 
skin to turn yellow, these women risked their lives 
working with poisonous substances without adequate 
protective clothing or the required safety measures. 
Around 400 women died from overexposure to TNT 
during WWI.



Wages
• Women’s employment rates increased during WWI, 

from 23.6% of the working age population in 1914 to 
between 37.7% and 46.7% in 1918.

• It is difficult to get exact estimates because 
domestic workers were excluded from these figures 
and many women moved from domestic service 
(work in the house) into the jobs created due to 
the war effort. The employment of married women 
increased.

• But because women were paid less than men, there 
was a worry that employers would continue to employ 
women in these jobs even when the men returned 
from the war. This did not happen; either the women 
were sacked to make way for the returning soldiers 
or women remained working alongside men but at 
lower wage rates. But even before the end of the 
war, many women refused to accept lower pay for 
what in most cases was the same work as had been 
done previously by men. 



Strikes
• The women workers on London buses and trams went 

on strike in 1918 to demand the same increase in pay (war 
bonus) as men. The strike spread to other towns in the South 
East and to the London Underground. This was the first equal 
pay strike in the UK which was initiated, led and ultimately won 
by women.

• Following these strikes, a Committee was set up by the War 
Cabinet (who made decisions in time of war) in 1918 to 
examine the question of women’s wages and released its final 
report after the war ended.

• This report supported the idea of 'equal pay for equal work'. 
But their expectation was that due to their ‘lesser strength 
and special health problems’, women's 'output' would not 
be equal to that of men. 

• Despite evidence that women had taken on what were 
considered men's jobs and performed them effectively during 
the war, this did not shift popular (and government) 
perception that women would be less productive than men. 

• The unions received guarantees that where women had fully 
replaced skilled men they would be paid the same as the men -
ie would receive equal pay. But it was made clear that these 
changes were only for the time of the war and would be 
reversed when the war ended and the soldiers came back.



Other jobs
• Though there was initial resistance to hiring 

women for what was seen as ‘men’s work’, the 
introduction of conscription (forced army 
service) in 1916 made the need for women workers 
urgent. 

• This led to women working in areas of work that 
were formerly reserved for men, for example as 
railway guards and ticket collectors, buses and 
tram conductors, postal workers, police, 
firefighters and as bank ‘tellers’ and clerks. Some 
women also worked heavy or precision machinery in 
engineering, led cart horses on farms, and worked 
in the civil service (government) and factories. 
However, they received lower wages for doing the 
same work, and thus began some of the 
earliest demands for equal pay.


